
TODAY, I GIVE UP TRYING

Chapter: 1742

As a grandfather, but indulging his grandson to fight for his grandson’s

woman, this made Lin Fan feel that this family is extremely disgusting!

It’s a wrong choice to come here to recognize relatives!

This allowed him to see the disgusting faces of the Song family in front

of him.

But at this time, Song Jingteng grinned and said:

“Lin Fan, even if you don’t agree, there is no way. I’m going to have

fun with this beautiful girl today. If you don’t want to die, then just get

out of it.”

Simultaneously!

Song Yuerong also looked at Lin Fan, pretending to be a majestic way:

“Lin Fan, it’s just a woman, no big deal, let your brother play for a few

days, then I will send it back to you.”

This can be said to be extremely shameless!

It is as if Bai Yi is a piece of cargo, a cargo that can be abused by

others.

At this moment, Lin Fan’s expression was completely gloomy, and a

murderous intent appeared in his eyes.

“Whoever wants me, you can try!”

“But the premise is that you can bear the consequences!”

Since he had no relationship with the Song family, he would not show

mercy to the Song family.

what!

The Song family’s expression changed, and then all of them showed

contempt, and all smiled contemptuously, as if they heard a big joke.

A door-to-door son-in-law dare to slap in front of their Song family?

Is it worth it?

What can you do if you play with your wife?

A wild species wants to climb the dragon and attach the phoenix, so he

has to teach him a little lesson.

“In that case, are you not going to give me this cousin this little face?”

Song Jingteng grinned and said, then looked at Song Yuerong, as if

asking Song Yuerong’s opinion.

Song Yuerong hesitated for a moment, then said with a cold face:

“Hurry up, don’t delay meeting the genius Doctor Lin!”

Keep pampering!

When Lin Fan heard this, he sneered completely:

“You don’t have to wait anymore, the genius doctor Lin won’t come.”

Originally, the genius doctor Lin was his surprise to the Song family,

but after thinking about it, it seemed unnecessary.

This basin of cold water poured on the Song family’s heads, and their

faces suddenly became angry.

Today is the day of their Song family’s great rejoicing, but Lin Fan

actually dared to pour cold water on them?

court death!

Everyone immediately became angry, staring at Lin Fan angrily, looking

like they were about to smash Lin Fan into pieces, extremely hideous.

“This kid dares to curse our Song family, and must not spare him

lightly and break his leg!”

“A wild species dares to be so arrogant, I think he has turned the sky!”

“Sure enough, wild species is wild species, and his shameless mother is

the same virtue!”

The audience is boiling!

Everyone stared at Lin Fan angrily, as if they were about to eat him.

Song Yuerong was also angry, staring at Lin Fan and said:

“Lin Fan, what are you talking nonsense!”

The genius doctor Lin won’t come?

What kind of thing are you, you said that the genius doctor Lin

wouldn’t come if he didn’t come?

Hearing Lin Fan’s nonsense and touching his brows, Song Yuerong felt

furious. He should be grateful to him for allowing Lin Fan to enter this

house.

Now instead of feeling a little grateful, they are still ranting, are they

deliberately humiliating the Song family?

just!

Lin Fan smiled coldly when he heard this:

“I’m not talking nonsense, because of what you did to us, Dr. Lin won’t

be here today.”

what!

Everyone changed their expressions and looked at Lin Fan in

astonishment.

Is this guy serious?

Pouch!

Song Jingteng burst into laughter directly:

“Hahaha, you mean that just because we humiliated you, the genius

doctor Lin didn’t see us?”

“Lin Fan, what kind of thing are you?”

Everyone also thought that Lin Fan was a big joke, a little boy who

couldn’t even support himself and wanted to eat soft rice.

Qualified to know the genius doctor Lin?

What about a liar?

Seeing Lin Fan’s nonsense that was still alive and dead, Song Yuerong

was also completely angry:

“Dog stuff, if you don’t tell me why you came today, don’t want to

leave the Song family alive!”

Hear the words!

Including Song Jingteng, all the Song family members looked at Lin

Fan with a sneer.

It’s like looking at a dead person.

And Lin Fan strode forward and said frivolously and arrogantly:

“Because I am the genius doctor Lin!”
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